
12. Brands should avoid marketing in social media and instead focus on conversations.
13. The Lincoln Financial Group says that the average age of opening a banking account     
       now is 13  years old.
14. The most prominent pivotal role are their parents, especially MUMS.
15. Most of this pivotals see their parents as heroines and heroes of their life story.
16. Mothers=sheroes.

   17. 50% of the teens we asked agree that
          personal SUCCESS is the most
          important thing in life. 

18. If there are no pics it didn’t happen.
19. Failure is broadcasted; therefore SUCCESS is even more an aspirational goal.
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1. This generation is writing modern rules that favorite liberal views on  gender identity and     
     sexuality.
2. GenZ is wide awake and poised to actually make the moves.
3. there is no denying that GenZ challenges our methods and strategy.
4. For the GenZ: progress. Not fear. The 1st black  president of the USA.
5. GenZ are stepping up to carry the torch.
6. GenZ has never  known a world without war and the thread of domestic terrorism.
7. GenZ=Pivotals are hard-working , financially responsible, independent and determined.
8. Everything is earned, nothing is given.
9. GenZ have 8 second attention span.
10. They pride themselves on their intelligence, work ethic and creativity.

   11. 89% of GenZ spend their free time in engaging
           and productive activities, not just hanging out.
 



39. As a brand engage them and ask them to discover your brand with you.
40. Humanize your brand.
41. You only have 8 seconds to capture their attention.
42. The content has to be; authentic, fast, seamless, consistent, friendly, human, humorous,      
        autonomous, compassionate and secure.
43. Just ask pivotals what they want and think; get them together.

   44. 26% are volunteers
   45. 60% want to change the world
   46. 76% worry about the environmental impact
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20. GenZ is not naïve in understanding what it takes to achieve their goals.
21. GenZ are old souls in young body.
22. GenZ are raised on Technology, Multy-tasking, intelligence, social media and caution
23. GenZ worry about; terrorism, violence, economy.
24. GenZ believe In Family diversity and equality.
25. GenZ; PINCH&SWIPE&ZOOM.
26. 52% use YouTube.
27. They want to change the world; PHILANTHROTEENS.
28. THEY are obsess with their social life.
29. They expect instant gratification.
30. Brand transparency is expected.
31. Z Brands need to find the balance between; authenticity, frequency, humor and brand         
       messaging.
32. They have to see it to believe it.
33. They live their FIRST EVERITHING (13-25).
34. As a pivotal brand; you go mobile or you go home.
35. If you not communicate in 5 words and a big picture; forget about GenZ.
36. Fast content; snackable content bite-sized content.
37. KISS principle; Keep It Simple Stupid.

    38. 84% rely on the power of a headline to watch a video.



47. They lean on data more than ever before; that’s why they expect privacy honesty
        and integrity. 
48. JUST GET REAL.
49. Visual stimulation is key.
50. They hate everything invasive or forced.
51. The traditional family is changing.
52. We moved from a hierarchy to a democracy; regarding family decision making.
53. Kids are active decision makers in family decisions.
54. Parents are the strongest influencers on their kids financial and banking behavior.

   55. Pivotals get influenced by their
            friends 62% of their decisions.

56. Acquiring a high number of likes and a status activates the same brain circuits that are   
        activated by eating chocolate or winning money.
57. Human connections +trust with their audiences.
58. People trust other people more than they trust brands.
59. Pivotals own the story.
60. We want real people sharing real content with their fans and followers.
61. Talent&trust.
62. Influencers that do not fit with the brand will be unsuccessful in promoting it.
63. Give creative license to the influencer for her to introduce your brand authentically.
64. Fit in & stand out.
65. GenZ are naturals brand managers.
66. their SELF is created with intention.
67. they prefer to be considered unique than real.
68. they seek validation and acceptance from their peers.
69. teens see themselves as different, alluring and idealistic.
70. they pursue the perfection.
71. they  are hyperconscious of their appearance online.
72. success is marked by achievements and expression.
73. they make a cool fun and unique person of  themselves.
74. they are addicted to social.
75. Sell VS support.
76. Stop selling and start supporting ( shebanking).
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77. Be blunt. Be engaging. Be trustworthy.
78. Go to the point.
79. The most human companies will win.
80. Pivotals want to be their  own heroes.
81. They aren’t  afraid of getting their hands dirty or put in the hard work  necessary to   
        achieve success.
82. GenZ engage with brands that have values and align with their own.
83. You can’t just MAKE STUFF, you have to STAND UP for something.
84. It has to be Affordable and stylish.
85. TRUST is earned with transparency. Brands must be ready to ask tricky and
        uncomfortable questions.
86. Unlimited commitment
87. From customers  to partners.
88. From customers to fans.
89. It’s time to invite pivotal to the party.
90. Pivotal seek validations, acceptance and seeing  themselves as unique.
91. Their identity is a curated composition.
92. Successful brands help pivotal (Z) to achieve their GOALS. 
93. GenZ buy experiences.
94. Forrester Research defines empowered costumers as those who are opened to new     
        experiences, who show increasingly advanced device behaviors and digital expecta    
        tions, who can easily seek, evaluate and share information, and who are willing to take    
        ownership of their decisions to ensure the best possible experience.
95. Pivotals are saving minded. They are frugal savvy consumers. They have three times   
        less debt than Boomers.
96. THE Z Decision Road; Awareness- Opinion- Consideration- Preference- Purchase.
97. Their decision process starts with social media, their friend’s network, with the mobile    
        phone as a conduit.
98. GenZ does an aspirational browsing,  they do more searching.
99. Pivotals do comparison shop and crowdsource opinions.
100. Pivotal guys prefer to spend more on products, while pivotal girls want to spend more   
          on experiences. Meaningful experiences are what drove them in.

   101. 98% of generation Z shop in store.
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   102. 60% refuse an app hard
              to navigate or slow to load.

103. They seek for instant gratification.
104. GenZ is changing the shopping game. The goal isn’t impress but to engage.
105. GenZ-Pivotals expect value and excellence from every interaction.
106. Brands need to treat them as people, not customers.

   107. Some data: 80% prefer quality than a premium brand.
             If they find better quality by a not known
             brand they will get it.

108. Price reflects quality.
109. Pivotals tri-fecta:  Diversity + Inclusion &  product Customization.
110. They need to focus on the person not the product: aspirational.
111. Brands need to shut UP and listen.
112. Lululemon isn’t just selling yoga pants; is selling a healthier lifestyle and a more  
        accepting community.
113. Innovation can only flourish when you embrace people’s differences. 
114. Netflix 2015 payed paternity leave compulsory. 
115. Netfix is in the verb territory; I Netflix. 
116. Starbucks is in a Noun  Territory ; I grab a sturbucks. 
117. They want transparent companies, brands and products. Want to know where the   
         products come from and what are they made of.
118. They use names instead of ticket numbers when orders are ready.
119. Don’t patronize GenZ, they get really pissed off.
120. IRL Experiences foster connections (In Real Time).
121. Pivotals are becoming the most influential group of consumers the world has ever   
        known.
122. Pivotals not only buy what you do, they buy WHY you do it.  
123. Brans have to show the courage to stand for something.
124. Real –Life experiences resonate with GenZ.
125. If your brand becomes a verb, you win.
126. Progress requires Change, and Change requires Courage.
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127. THE SOCIAL CIRCLE; is my brand part of Cultural Conversations?-word of mouth.
128. To be a trusted  brand they have to be authentic, transparent and altruistic.
129. Useful is the new cool.
130. They want brands that do well and create shared value.

   131. 72% of GenZ seek a work that will make
             a difference  and positively impact society.

132. Look for humanistic environments based on trust authenticity and transparency.
133. We do not need more data; we need more wisdom insights  and clarity.
134. We predict they will change the world for the better.


